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FRIDAY 16th of May SATURDAY 17th of May SUNDAY 18th of May

11:00 11:00

12:00 12:00

13:00 13:00

14:00 14:00

15:00 15:00

16:00

OPEN SPACE 

16:00

17:00 17:00

18:00 18:00

KEY
19:00 Women/Lesbian only Galerie (UG) 19:00

Galerie (UG)
open for all genders KulturCafe (EG)

20:00 20:00

WORKSHOPS (Location: spektral, Lendkai 45)

“Producing stencils all day long ”(open for all 
genders) from 11 am

“Producing stencils all day long ”(open for all 
genders) from 11 am

„LOST SPACE? 
Woman in public 
space!“Analysing 
sexistic advertising 
with a list of criteria 
made by the 
watchgroup. 
(open for all genders) 

„Anti-Feminism and
male societies (old-boy
networks)“ Alliances of 
Fathers ́Rights Groups, anti-
abortionist and Right
Wings.  
(open for all genders)

Bondage Basics –
 „Lovely coteries“ 
Introduction for those
who already wanted to 
be pinioned or wanted 
to pinion somebody 
once.
(FLIT only)

„Wendo – Acting against 
Sexism“ Wendo is a kind 
of femistic self-defence 
from and for 
women/lesbians (and 
girls). (Women/Lesbian 
only)

The Basics: 
Introduction to the 
approval/consent 
conception (DEFMA) 
(open for all genders)

“No time to get old“ - 
Filmbrunch mit Regisseurin 
Sol Haring (open for all 
genders)

„A warm welcome?
Inviting politics of and to feminist 
(sheltered) places“

(for people who care about 
feminist
space)

„Laudation to the Clitoris“
Information about the physical 
and anatomical basics of the 
female pleasureable 
sensation. (FLIT only)

Female*Lesbian*Inter*Trans
only 



WORKSHOPS DESCRIPTIONS
FRIDAY 16th of May SATURDAY 17th of May SUNDAY 18th of May

11:00-18:00 Producing stencils all day long
We have lots of stuff, experiences and 
knowledge of producing stencils! Let's share it!
(open for all genders)

Producing stencils all day long
We have lots of stuff, experiences and knowledge of 
producing  stencils!  Let's  share  it!  (open  for  all 
genders)

11:00-14:00 LOST SPACE? Woman in public space!
Workshop in cooperation with Watchgroup 
sexistic advertising in the city of Graz.
Analysing sexistic advertising with a list of 
criteria made by the watchgroup. (open for all 
genders)

Anti-Feminism and 
male societies (old-boy 
networks)
Alliances of Fathers´ 
Rights Groups, anti-
abortionist and Right 
Wings
and their negative effects 
towards feministic 
achievements. (open for 
all genders)

Bondage Basics – 
„Lovely coteries“
Introduction for those 
who already wanted to 
be pinioned or wanted to 
pinion somebody once. 
The workshop is about 
material knowledge, 
safety, communication, 
motivations, technics and 
practics. You can bring 
your own bondage 
materials if you want.
(FLIT only)

13:00-18:00 Wendo – Acting against Sexism
Wendo is a kind of femistic self-defence from 
and for women/lesbians (and girls). Every 
woman has the ability for Wendo. You don´t 
need to be athletically or physically well
shaped. We are going to practice physical and 
verbal technics and we are exchanging 
strategies. Bring comfortable clothes 
(Women/Lesbians only)

14:00-16:00 The Basics: Introduction to the 
approval/consent conception (DEFMA)
As many of you know an approval is defined as the 
unfettered and explicit agreement of all participants 
to a specific sexual act/activity. In this workshop we 
tell about the approval discurse within the last 
decades and explain the text we wrote on our poster. 
(open for all genders)

Movie-Brunch with filmmaker Sol Haring
No time to get old is a video documentation about 
getting older as a female artist and performer. The 
film shows twelve female US Americans in her Fifties 
living in the Cities of Akron, Ohio and Little Rock, 
Arkanas. The women are talking about getting older, 
doing music and describing their artistic works.
(open for all genders)



15:00-17:30 A warm welcome?
Inviting politics of and to feminist 
(sheltered) places
A workshop with Mika Herbst

Sheltered rooms and places are a part of 
feminist politics and practics since a long 
time. These rooms and places should be 
free of the non balances power structures 
which are experienced as suppressive in 
society.
In this workshop together we consider and 
question different inviting strategies and 
concepts: How did they evelope? To whom 
this rooms give shelter? What does FLIT* 
only mean? etc. Not everything is about 
sex and gender. The aim is to find out 
more about the meaning of a variety of 
definitions for a variety of groups.
(for people who care about feminist space) 
For max. 15 Participants

16:00-18:00 !Cancellation! Critical White
This workshop is an approach to elucidate the 
concept of Critical Whiteness from different 
perspectives to point out the benefit of the 
concept for white activists. (open for all 
genders)

18:00-20:00 Laudation to the Clitoris
Information about the physical and 
anatomical basics of the female 
pleasureable sensation. The up-to-date 
knowledge gets discussed and presented 
via pictures and videos. (FLIT only)


